Abstract. Aiming at the difficulties of high-precision position and orientation system in aerophotogrammetry system, drift error in traditional Strap-down Inertial Navigation system, noise characteristic mutarions in integrated navigation system, an algorithm based on IMM-SINS/GNSS Kalman filter is proposed. The algorithm takes the advantages of SINS's autonomy and anti-interference characteristics, GNSS's high absolute precision and error-compensating, IMM's multi-model existence and noise adaption characteristic. The error is estimated by using the improved Kalman filter supported by SINS/GNSS integrated navigation system. Simulation results show that the location and attitude error is effectively limited, verify the feasibility of this scheme and the efficiency of the algorithm, showing that this algorithm is valuable in navigation and aerophotogrammetry field.
Introduction
Currently, people are going to have strong need for precise position and orientation. Computing the orientation and position of a carrier, guiding it to our destination, the whole guiding and control process is called navigation. It is necessary to get the space position and orientation of each projective light in aerophotogrammetry system, which is depend on the interior orientation elements in aerial photographic camera. The interior orientation elements is the parameters of aerial photographic camera, and the exterior orientation elements is the six real time parameters of the carrier, including the position and orientation in 3-D space.
With the perfection of GPS/GNSS integrated navigation theory, many researchers applied the integrated navigation system into aerial photogrammetry to accomplish the imaging, at the same time the POS(position and orientation) system is come into being. The POS system combined the SINS(Strap-down Inertial Navigation System) and the GNSS(global navigation satellite system), and offset each other's disadvantages [1, 2, 3] . It becomes possible to accomplish none or less ground control points in aerial photogrammetry by getting the aerial photographic camera's orientation elements directly via SINS, speeding up the spread and allocation of POS. So it's necessary to carry out an optimizing algorithm to revise the SINS to get precise position and orientation assisting the aerial photogrammetry.
The angular velocity and the accelerated velocity are collected by SINS's gyroscope and accelerometer, the position,velocity and the orientation parameters are calculated via integral. The system can operate independently without outside information all-weather, realize autonomous navigation and anti-interference functions. But it's disadvantages are error accumulation over time, highly dependence. Especially for long time cruise, the accuracy of carrier decrease sharply [4] .
GNSS(Global Navigation Satellite System), such as the GPS, Glonass, Galileo and Beidou navigation system. They can provide us high precision position and orientation in 3-D space throughout the world. Their volume is small, mass is low and none error accumulation, but their signal usually disturbed by shelter.
IMM(Interacting Multiple Model) has self-adaptive feature, can solve some problems such as variable-structure and parameter uncertain system state estimation. In response to the question that the mutant of system and measurement noise caused by motivation and environment, the probability of each model can be updated and adjusted swiftly [5, 6, 7] .On high-mobility state, the result of IMM is better than classic Kalman filter [8] . IMM includes several subfilter to accomplish multi-model tracking of the targets.
Considering the characteristics of each navigation system, the IMM, SINS and GNSS are united [9, 10, 11] , proposing a new kind of noise self-adaptive Kalman filter algorithm.
SINS/GNSS integrated navigation model
2.1 System state equation 1) The model of the accelerometer error There is only first-order Markov random process of accelerometer drift:
 is the random white noise drift of accelerometer.
2) The model of gyroscope drift error The gyroscope drift error is composed of random white noise, random first-order Markov process and random constant drift. The error model is as follows:
Among them, r  is the noise of first-order Markov random process,
 is the first-order Markov random process white noise, b  is random constant, and
 is the gyroscope random white noise drift.
Let the Geographic coordinate system be the navigation coordinate system, there are 18 variates in this integrated system, including 3 SINS mathematics platform attitude angle error E
constant drift, 3 gyroscope random first-order Markov process drift, 3 accelerometer random Markov process drift. System state equation is as follows:
The state vectors:
Measurement equation
Let the velocity and position error of SINS and GNSS be the observed quantity, the information of SINS is as follows:
The information of GNSS is as follows:
/ cos 
are the velocity measurement error of GNSS along each direction. The velocity measurement equation is:
Among them:
The position measurement equation is:
Among them, 3 6 3 6 [0 diag(
Combine velocity and position measurement equation, SINS/GNSS integrated navigation measurement equation are as follows:
Position and Orientation Algorithm Based on IMM and SINS/GNSS
3.1 IMM model IMM maps different parameters systems to model set, each filter of each model operates at the same time. Based on the output residual information and prior information corresponding of each filter, follow the principle of hypothesis testing, get the matching probability of each model and the current system model, which is called model probability. The final system state estimation is the weighted fusion of each filter's state [12] . Discrete condition, linear system state equation and measurement equation are as follows:
(
Among them, let the system model set be The initial Markov transition probability is:
Model prediction probability is:
Filter process
The whole filter process includes 4 step:1) inputs interaction;2) kalman filter;3) model probability update;4) outputs fusion. The flow chart is as follows: ( 1) ( 1),
Based on all the prior and residual information, each filter's initial value is worked out via the computing of all the model transition probability and state estimation value.
2) Kalman filter: After the input interaction of filter j , the state forecast on next step is:
Next step prediction mean squared error:
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20) So far the whole Kalman filter time update and measurement update process are finished, each filter j finish it's job. During the whole process, each filter works in parallel.
3) Model probability updates: Model probability update use the Bayesian hypothesis testing method, test the residual error of each filter. Due to the Kalman filer theory, the mean value of filter's residual error is 0 and the variance is Gaussian white noise 
 is the estimation of the residual error and
is the expectation of the residual error.
Model probability update is:
4) Output fusion: Make the weight fusion of each filter, the result is as follows:
Simulation and result analysis
Two models Through the analysis of simulation figures, it can be known that: the errors of gyroscope accumulate with time in SINS and can't meet the requirements of aerial photographic system; the error of SINS/GNSS integrated navigation system change sharply while the carrier makes high motivation and the computing of exterior orientation elements may be affected. But the optimized algorithm in this text takes the advantages of IMM and SINS/GNSS, so the result is the best.
Summary
High precision position and orientation information is very significant for efficiency and productivity in aerial photographic system. This fusion algorithm can realize self-adaptive characteristic in severe weather, high motivation and strong jamming circumstance. Simulation result shows that the precision of this algorithm can meet the requirements of aerial photographic system. In future, the number of models can be changed according to the system parameter and it's motivation characteristics. The algorithm possessed values of engineering application.
